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General Method for Defining Finite Non-commutative

Associative Algebras of Dimension m > 1
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Abstract. General method for defining non-commutative finite associative algebras
of arbitrary dimension m ≥ 2 is discussed. General formulas describing local unit
elements (the right-, left-, and bi-side ones), square roots of zero and zero divisors are
derived. For arbitrary value m the single bi-side unit corresponds to every element
of the algebra, except the square roots from zero. Various modifications of the mul-
tiplication operation can be assigned using different sets of the values of structural
coefficients. It is proved that all of the modifications are mutually associative.
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1 Introduction

Finite non-commutative rings and associative algebras attract attention of cryp-
tographers due to their potential application for designing post-quantum public-key
cryptoschemes [1] based on computational difficulty of the discrete logarithm prob-
lem in hidden cyclic group [2,3].

Recently finite non-commutative associative algebras (FNAAs) of dimensions
m = 2 [4] and m = 3 [5] have been introduced. Those FNAAs are defined with
using basis vector multiplication tables (BVMTs) which have similar structure.

In present paper it is shown that the mentioned method for defining 2- and 3-
dimensional FNAAs can be extended for the case of arbitrary dimension. General
type of BVMT for defining FNAAs is presented and it is shown that many properties
of such FNAAs can be described with unified formulas that are derived.

2 Defining m-dimensional FNAA

Suppose e1, e2, ... em are some formal basis vectors and v1, v2, . . . vm ∈ GF (p),
where prime p ≥ 3, are coordinates of the m-dimensional vectors V which are
denoted as v1e1 + v2e2 + · · · + vmem or as (v1, v2, . . . , vm). Terms viei, where i =
1, 2, . . . ,m, are called components of the vector.
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Addition of two vectors A =
∑m

i=1
aiei and B =

∑m
i=1

biei is defined as addition
of the corresponding coordinates, i.e., with the following formula

A + B =

m
∑

i=1

(ai + bi)ei,

where + denotes the addition operation of both the m-dimensional vectors and the
values of the field GF (p). The multiplication operation in m-dimensional FNAAs
(denoted as ◦) is defined with the formula

A ◦ B =

(

m
∑

i=1

aiei

)

◦

(

m
∑

i=1

biei

)

=

m
∑

j=1

m
∑

i=1

(aibj)(ei ◦ ej), (1)

where products of different pairs of formal basis vectors ei ◦ej are to be replaced by
some one-component vector in accordance with the BVMT shown in Table 1, where
µi ∈ GF (p) for i = 1, 2, ..., m are some fixed structural coefficients, assuming that
the left basis vector defines the row and the right one defines the column. Thus, the
intersection of the ith row and jth column gives the value of the product ei ◦ ej .

Table 1. The BVMT for defining m-dimensional FNAA

◦ e1 e2 ... ei ... em

e1 µ1e1 µ2e1 ... µie1 ... µme1

e2 µ1e2 µ2e2 ... µie2 ... µme2

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

ei µ1ei µ2ei ... µiei ... µmei

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

em µ1em µ2em ... µiem ... µmem

For all integers i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} Table 1 defines the following simple formula
for product of the basis vectors ei and ej :

ei ◦ ej = µjei. (2)

Using (1) and (2) one can easily get the formula for product of the m-dimensional
vectors A and B :

A ◦ B =

m
∑

i=1



ai

m
∑

j=1

µjbj



 ei =





m
∑

j=1

µjbj





m
∑

i=1

aiei. (3)

The formula (3) shows the product A ◦ B is equal to the result of multiplying
the right operand by scalar λB =

∑m
j=1

µjbj defined by the second operand.

In general case the operation ◦ is non-commutative. Indeed, from (3) for A and
B 6= A we have
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{A ◦ B = B ◦ A} ⇒

{

∀i :
ai

bj

=
λA

λB

}

⇒ {A = ρB} . (4)

The formula (4) shows the multiplication of vectors A and B is commutative
only in particular cases when the second operand can be expressed as the result of
multiplying the first one by some scalar ρ ∈ GF (p).

The operation ◦ is associative. Moreover all possible different modifications of
the multiplication operation are mutually associative. Indeed, suppose in Table 1
two arbitrary sets of the values of the structural coefficients {µ1, µ2, . . . , µm} and
{µ′

1
, µ′

2
, . . . , µ′

m} define the multilication operation modifications ◦ and ⋆ respec-
tively. Then from the formula (3) for vectors A, B, and C =

∑m
k=1

ckek we have the
following

(A ◦ B) ⋆ C =









m
∑

j=1

µjbj



A



 ⋆ C =

(

m
∑

k=1

µ′

kck

)





m
∑

j=1

µjbj



A;

A ◦ (B ⋆ C) = A ◦

((

m
∑

k=1

µ′

kck

)

B

)

=

(

m
∑

k=1

µ′

kck

)





m
∑

j=1

µjbj



A

⇒ (A ◦ B) ⋆ C = A ◦ (B ⋆ C) .

Analogous FNAAs can be defined with using Table 2 that is transposition of
Table 1.

Table 2. Alternative BVMT for defining non-commutative associative multiplication
in m-dimensional finite vector space

◦ e1 e2 ... ei ... em

e1 µ1e1 µ1e2 ... µ1ei ... µ1em

e2 µ2e1 µ2e2 ... µ2ei ... µ2em

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

ei µie1 µie2 ... µiei ... µiem

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

em µme1 µme2 ... µmei ... µmem

Defining the multiplication operation with using Table 2 gives algebras with
similar properties. Indeed, suppose ◦ and ∗ are the multiplication operations defined
with Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. Then it is easy to prove that for two arbitrary
m-dimensional vectors A and B the following formula holds:

A ◦ B = B ∗ A.

To prove this fact note that from definition of the multiplication operation and
Table 2 one gets
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ei ∗ ej = µiej ⇒ B ∗ A =

(

m
∑

i=1

µibi

)

m
∑

j=1

ajej = λBA = A ◦ B.

In the next section we consider properties of the FNAAs defined by Table 1.

3 Unit elements and zero divisors

Finding the left-side unit elements relatively to some vector A is connected with
solving the vector equation

X ◦ A = A ⇒ λAX = A, (5)

where X =
∑m

i=1
xiei is the unknown vector.

Taking into account (3) the equation (5) can be reduced to the system of m

linear equations which can be described for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m as follows:

λAxi = ai. (6)

System (6) shows that for the vectors A, such that
∑m

i=1
µiai 6= 0, there exists

the following single solution

El = (x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xm) ,where ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,m : xi = ai

(

m
∑

i=1

µiai

)

−1

. (7)

Finding the right-side unit elements relatively to some vector A is connected
with solving the equation

A ◦ X = A ⇒ λXA = A. (8)

Taking into account (8) one can conclude that there exists a set of the right-side
units which is described as follows

Er = (x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xm) , (9)

where x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xm−1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} are arbitrary integers and xm =

µ−1
m

(

1 −
∑m−1

i=1
µixi

)

. Evidently, the set (9) describes the right-side unites for ar-

bitrary vectors A. We can say that formula (9) describes the set of global right-side
units.

The element El is contained in the set (9), therefore the formula (7) defines the
local bi-side unit relatively to vector A.

Finding the left-side zero divisors relatively to the vector A is connected with
solving the vector equation

X ◦ A = (0, 0, . . . , 0) ⇒ λAX = (0, 0, . . . , 0). (10)
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The equation (10) can be reduced to the system of m linear equations which can
be described for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m as follows:

λAxi = 0. (11)

The system (11) shows that for the vectors A, such that λA =
∑m

i=1
µiai 6= 0,

there exists the single solution X = (0, 0, . . . , 0). If λA = 0, then (10) holds for
arbitrary value X, therefore the vectors D′, such that λD′ = 0, are the right zero
divisors.

The equation
D ◦ D = (0, 0, . . . , 0)

holds only for such vectors D that satisfy the condition λD =
∑m

i=1
µidi = 0. Such

vectors D can be called square roots of zero of the considered FNAAs.
To every vector A that is not a square root from zero there corresponds only

one local left-side unit element El defined by the formula (7) which acts on the
vectors A,A2, ..., As as local bi-side unit E′ = El for arbitrary integer s ≥ 1. Taking
into account finiteness of the considered FNAAs it is easy to see that the sequence
A,A2, ..., As, . . . is periodic and for some value i = ω we have V ω = E′. The number
of different values As generated by the vector A can be called its order, since the set
{A,A2, ..., Aω} represents cyclic group with the group operation ◦.

Using (3) one can easily get the formula for computing the value As :

As = As−1 ◦ A = (λA)s−1 A. (12)

Since λA ∈ GF (p) and (λA)p−1 = 1, then one gets Ap−1 = E′. Therefore the possible
values of the orders of elements in the considered FNAAs are divisors of the value
p − 1.

4 Conclusion

We have introduced a general method for defining FNAAs for arbitrary dimen-
sion m ≥ 2. It has been proved that in arbitrary fixed FNAA of such type different
modifications of the multiplication operation are mutually associative. General for-
mulas describing the right-side, left-side, and bi-side unit elements as well as the
right-side and left-side zero divisors have been derived.
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